The Japanese Language Program

Cool Japan

Enjoy Learning Japanese!
Seek a New Culture and New Values!

ADVANTAGES

Asian Studies Concentration (Major)  
Many Scholarship Opportunities  
International Business Opportunities  

Japanese Minor /ALC Minor  
Japanese National Honor Society  
Transfer Credits for Study Abroad in Japan  
Enter the Games, Anime, Popular Culture, Technology, and Art of Japan

A Fun Atmosphere: Close teachers and classmates promote good friendships!

Core Courses
Project-based Language Instruction

- First-Year Japanese
- Intensive First-Year Japanese
- Accelerated Elementary Japanese
- Second-Year Japanese
- Summer Intensive First-Year
- Summer Intensive Second-Year
- The Basics of Kanji with Calligraphy
- Third-Year Japanese

Advanced Courses
Content-based Language Instruction

- Media Japanese
- Business Japanese
- Academic Japanese
- Practicum in Japanese Translation
- Japanese Pedagogy
- Classical Japanese

Goals of the Japanese Courses

Unite Language and Content  
Provide Training in Critical Thinking
Nurture and Cultivate “Creators”  
Raise a Self-Motivated Learner
Promote Meaningful Language Use through Real Communication
Give Academic Language Skills Training through Japanese Language Learning

Many interesting extra-curricular activities!

Conversation Tables, New Year Mochitsuki, Japan Festival, Speech Contest, Japan Quiz Bowl, Noon Lecture Series by the Center for Japanese Studies, etc.

For more information: contact the JLP Director <mayoka@umich.edu>